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ENGLISH GRADE 4: WEEK 10 CORRECTIONS –– 03 AUGUST - 07 AUGUST 2020   

MONDAY - LANGUAGE: PLATINUM TEXTBOOK, PAGE 111.  

1. Fill in the missing conjunctions 

a. Neither Jack nor Jill went to the shop. 

b. Fish and chips is a tasty meal. 

c. The children shouted but no-one heard them. 

d. The old cart rattled and rumbled down the hill. 

e. Enter the classroom quickly but quietly. 

f. Would you like chicken or beef?  

TUESDAY - LANGUAGE:  PLATINUM TEXTBOOK, PAGE 113.  

a. Past: He was recycling plastic bottles. 

Future: He will be recycling bottles. 

b. Past: They were buying recycled plastics. 

Future: They will be buying recycled plastics. 

c. Past: I was planting trees to clean the air. 

Future: I will be planting trees to clean the air. 

d. Past: I was turning off all unused appliances. 

Future: I will be turning off all unused appliances. 

e. Past: She was watering the garden with bath water.  

Future: She will be watering the garden with bath water. 

f. Past: We were walking instead of going by car. 

Future: We will be walking instead of going by car.  
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WEDNESDAY: REVISION: PLATINUM TEXTBOOK, PAGE 114 

a. People were burning fossil fuels.  

b. I am recycling as much waste as possible.  

c. Next year we will be celebrating. 

1. Find the metaphors and similes in the paragraph. Why do you think the writer uses them? 

Metaphors:  

Drought is a monstrous greedy lizard  

Similes:  

Its great hot tongue flickers like flames 

Like a hot wind 

Like frightened ghosts 

2. Match the words in Column A with their correct definitions mountains. 

                   A                                B 

Fossil fuel A fuel like coal and oil that is produced by animals 

decaying over millions of years.  

Greenhouse effect The warming of the air around the earth.  

Global Affecting the whole world 

Warrior Someone who fights in battles. 

 

THURSDAY - PLATINUM TEXTBOOK, PAGE 115.  

Study the picture and answer the questions that follow. 

1. They are listening to the poem that is being read out to them. They are clearly enjoying it.  

2. Poems are different to stories because they are shorter than stories.  The languages used in poems is generally more 

creative and imaginative.   
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3. Poems are similar to songs because, like songs the words are often catchy.  Both genres use rhythm and rhyme to 

create special effects. 

4. The characteristics of rhythm and rhyme makes them easier to remember. 

5. Varieties of answers 

FRIDAY - LANGUAGE: 

 Platinum Textbook, Page 116:  

1. a. No, there is no order, animals will destroy books and eat our lunch boxes/ any other reasonable answer. 

b. Rhyming words are: school – mule, tree – bee, leech – teach, wolverine – seen, kangaroo – zoo 

c. Fun and enjoyable to read. 

 

 

NB: REMEMBER TO MARK YOUR WORK AND WRITE CORRECTIONS 


